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Tunnelling is present since the evolution of the primitive Universe, allowing the origin and evolution of life [1].

Introduction and main objective

Study tunnelling in a realistic example, the inversion motion of NH3,
which gave birth to the first MASER [2]
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Visualize tunnelling, in real time, with your own eyes

Method & Results

Stationary states and Non-stationary states

SS |ψv⟩: expansion in HO basis {φk}N
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NS |Ψ⟩: superposition of SS
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NS’s are constructed from the first 4 SS as
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2
{cosα (|ψ0⟩ + |ψ1⟩) + sinα (|ψ2⟩ + |ψ3⟩)}

with energy
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Time dynamics of non-stationary states

TD NS: superposition of TD SS
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Derived analytical expressions for time evolution of expectation
values, ⟨x⟩t, survival probability, Ps (t), and recurrence time, tr
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Survival probability (a, b, c) and Time-expected value of position (d, e, f)

Conclusions

Localized NS evolve over t crossing the barrier by tunnelling
Tunnelling is

Uniform for initial NS of 2 SS =⇒ ↑ PT tunnelling probability
Irregular for NS of more than 2 SS in superposition =⇒ ↓ PT
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